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What are we going to talk about 
today?

´ Deafness and Hard of Hearing Info

´ Challenges

´ Communication

´ Alerting

´ Apps/Mobile

´ Questions/Answers

´ Weekend!!!



Understanding Hearing Loss

´ Hearing Loss – Occurs when the hearing mechanism is damaged or 
obstructed in such a way that sounds cannot be perceived or 
understood.
´ Sensorineural – Damage to the inner ear or auditory nerve.
´ Conductive – Blockage to the outer or middle ear.

´ Hard of Hearing – those with hearing losses that impair their 
understanding of sound, including communication.

´ Deaf – those with profound hearing loss who cannot understand 
sounds with or without hearing aids.



Deaf Culture

´ Unlike people with other disabilities, many people with profound 
hearing loss do not consider themselves people with disabilities, but 
rather as a minority group.

´ Deafness is not a disability for them, but rather one aspect of their 
lives that binds them together as a minority group. One that is rich in 
culture, history, language, and the arts. 



Main Areas of Impact (Deaf/HOH)

´ Communication

´ Face-to-Face, Small/Large group conversations, In Person 
Presentations

´ Telephone, Conference Calls, Online Meetings/Trainings
´ Safety and Environmental Considerations

´ Emergency Signals, Doorbells, Alerts, Machine Sounds



Accommodations 
for Face-to-Face 
Communication

´ Low-Tech

´ Write notes back and 
forth using pen and 
paper

Do You Like Me?

Yes

No



Accommodations for 
Face-to-Face 
Communication
´ High-Tech

´ Use a computer and keyboard to 
type messages back and forth

´ Send an email or text message as 
an alternative 

´ Stand alone devices (Ubi-Duo) 

´ Apps to assist (these will be 
discussed later)



Small/Large Group Meeting 
Considerations
´ Meet in a small group and sit at a round table to 

facilitate lip-reading
´ Meet in a quiet room to avoid distractions and exposure 

to extraneous noise (e.g., office equipment, hallway 
chatter, machinery, etc.). 

´ Adjust lighting and seating to create an optimal listening 
experience

´ Educate staff regarding meeting etiquette (e.g., one 
person talk at a time, do not cover mouth with hands or 
papers, maintain eye contact)

´ Provide written materials in advance, such as the 
meeting agenda, training outline, or course materials, or 
offer minutes afterwards



Assistive Listening Systems/Devices

´ Enables an individual who benefits from 
amplification to focus directly on the 
sound source, reducing distractions from 
background noises that can make it 
difficult to concentrate during a 
conversation. 

´ Many different types, styles and price 
points.

´ Not as effective as hearing aids.



Assistive Listening 
Systems/Devices

´ Personal Sound Amplifiers 
(One Piece)
´ Small, hearing aid like 

devices
´ Most are Bluetooth
´ Have directional 

microphones, but 
amplify all sound

´ Can usually be 
adjusted by an app



Assistive Listening 
Systems/Devices

´ Personal Sound Amplifiers (2 piece)

´ Uses two separate units 

´Transmitter 

´Receiver

´ Transmitter can be connected to 
a larger mic, TV or computer

´ Receiver amplifies sound from the 
receiver



Assistive Listening 
Systems/Devices

´ FM Listening Systems
´ Consists of a transmitter 

microphone used by the 
speaker and a receiver used 
by the listener.  The receiver 
transmits the sound to your 
ears or, if you wear a hearing 
aid, directly to the hearing 
aid. 



Hearing Aids

´ Assistive listening devices amplify sounds but are not surgically 
implanted. The most commonly used device. 

´ Digital Hearing Aids automatically adjust the volume by 
amplifying sounds only to the degree necessary to compensate 
for loss

´ Analog Hearing Aids amplify all sounds equally, making it 
impossible to discriminate speech from background noise

´ Bluetooth Hearing Aids connect hearing aids to Bluetooth 
enabled devices 



Amplified Phones 
and Caption Phones
´ Amplified phones provide 

adjustable volume for persons 
who are hard of hearing.  

´ Caption phones provide live 
transcriptions of the telephone 
conversation. 



Cochlear 
Implants

´ Surgically implanted 
devices that use a small 
speech processor and 
microphone to detect 
sound and then send 
electrical signals to the 
implanted 
receive/stimulator, which 
ultimately passes this 
information to the brain.

´ Data shows that 
cochlear implants aid in 
the development of 
speech and language 
for children who are born 
deaf. 



American Sign Language (ASL)

´ The primary language for the deaf and the 
hard of hearing

´ Uses manual communication signs

´ Has all the elements of other languages

´ Sentence structure of word order differs 
from English

´ Fully developed language



Sign Language 
Interpreters

´ Use a qualified sign language 
interpreter, certified Deaf interpreter 
or video relay  interpreter (VRI) as 
needed (ex. job interview, 
orientation, seminars, trainings, etc.)

´ Registry for Interpreters for the Deaf 
(RID) – www.rid.org - locate an 
interpreter/agency by state or zip 
code.



Video Relay 
Services (VRS)

´ A video telecommunication service that allows 
deaf and hard of hearing individuals to 
communicate over video telephones and similar 
technologies with hearing people in real-time, via 
sign language interpreter. 



Captioning

´ Video Captioning

´ Open Captions –seen by all viewers regardless of 
hearing impairment

´ Closed Captions – captions that can be turned off 
or on

´ Communication Access Real Time Translation (CART)

´ Almost instantaneous translations of speech into 
print; an accommodation for meetings and 
trainings. 



Alerting Systems



Flashing or Vibrating Alert Systems

´ Flashing or vibrating alerts notify persons who are Deaf or Hard of 
Hearing of what is going on in their environment. 

´ If a signaling device needs a lighted or vibrating alert installed talk 
to the manufacturer and find out if this can be accommodated.  

´ There are more off the shelf accommodations out there now then 
ever before!



Sonic Alert 
HomeAware
´ System that alerts user 

with light, very loud 
sounds, bedshaker or 
app

´ Can alert to fire, phone 
ringing, baby crying, 
door bell and other 
sounds

´ Some features require 
additional units/parts

´ Starts at about $200



Sonic Bomb 
Alarm Clock

´ Very loud speaker for 
hard of hearing

´ Bed shaker for individuals 
who are Deaf or have 
very little hearing



Nest Cameras

´ Can detect movement 
and SOUNDS

´ Sends alerts to app 
(vibration)

´ Can work as intercom 
system

´ Indoor and Outdoor 
models

´ Approx. $200



Nest Protect

´ Detect Smoke/Fire/Carbon Monoxide

´ Send Alerts to App

´ Can Silence Alarms from App

´ Lighted Alert as well

´ Approx. $100



Mobile Devices



Mobile Devices

´ Built-in technology for Deaf and Hard of Hearing 
´ Pair settings for Bluetooth enabled Hearing Aids
´ Caption Support (closed or open)
´ Visible and Vibrating Alerts (LED Flash)
´ Mono Audio controls
´ Built-in Video and Text Messaging Apps

´ Different features available on iOS and Android



Built-in Technology 
(Android)

´ Live Transcribe

´ Available on Android 
phones and YouTube 
(both Google)

´ Not a lot of features

´Easy to use

´ Uses AI for 
transcription



Built-in Technology 
(Android)

´ Sound Amplifier

´ Helps people hear in 
noisy and challenging 
environments

´ Available on the Play 
Store

´ Built in to the Pixel 3 
(Google Phone)

´ Uses microphone and 
wired headphones



Built-in Technology 
(iOS)
´ Made for iPhone Hearing Aids

´ Specifically made for iPone
´ Easy Bluetooth set up
´ Allows for lots of adjustments



Built-in Technology (iOS)

´ Live Listen

´ Uses microphone from iPhone as an FM like system
´ Works with hearing aids, AirPods and sound 

processors

´ Does not work with all headphones



Built-in Technology 
(iOS)
´ RTT and Software TTY

´ Make RTT calls with instant 
transmission

´ Braille display support
´ TTY phone calls without need for 

other software

´ Transcripts are saved in call 
history



Group FaceTime

´ Available on iOS 12.1.4 and later

´ iPhone 6S, iPad Pro, iPad Air 2 and 
iPad Mini 4 or later

´ Allows many users to chat at the 
same time

´ Speaking person’s tile gets larger

´ Could be used with interpreters, for 
lip reading or for signing between 
multiple individuals



Other Built in Accomodations

´ Light alerts

´ Vibration (Calls and Alerts)
´ Noise Cancellation

´ Mono Sound

´ Closed Captioning
´ Others being added all the time!



What about Smart Watches?

´ Smart Watches can assist individuals who are 
Deaf or hearing impaired

´ Vibrating alarms to wake up, complete tasks, 
other needs

´ Vibrating alerts when using GPS

´ Change some accessibility settings (some 
models)

´ Give you alerts from Nest and other devices



The Wonderful World of Apps



Microsoft Translator

´ Available on all platforms
´ iOS, Android, Windows, Online, Office

´ Can be used to translate or transcribe

´ Allows for many users to “log in” to a 
conversation at the same time
´ Using meeting ID or QR code

´ Does not replace captions

´ Free



Pro Deaf

´ Available for iOS and Android
´ Phrases and words can be dictated or 

typed and converted to ASL

´ Cannot translate from ASL

´ Free



Petralex

´ Available for iOS and Android
´ Personal listening or hearing aid 

application that amplifies sound for folks 
who are hard of hearing.

´ Auto-adjusts for personalized listening

´ 30db gain with standard headset
´ Free



Sorenson Buzz Cards

´ iOS and Android
´ Write and save cards

´ Organize cards by catagories
´ Ex. Dining, travel, school, work

´ Simple communication tool
´ The user just types and shows to 

communication partner

´ Free



Ntouch, P3 Mobile, Z5 Mobile, Glide, 
Tango, Skype
´ Turns phone or tablet into 

videophone
´ Must register to use apps

´ Free to download
´ May be other use fees associated

´ Available for iOS and Android
´ Not all apps, but some for each



Many, Many, Many more

´ New apps coming out everyday

´ Some stop working with certain updates

´ Always look for Free apps, or trial versions

´ Not a magic bullet

´ Everyone has different needs

´ Different apps for different situations



Questions?
Please keep them simple….it 
is Friday afternoon!!



Thank you and have a great 
weekend
Josh Anderson ATP
janderson@eastersealscrossroads.org
317-466-2001 x2524
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